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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

News, New, and
Renew!

T

he Board has been busy finding ways to improve your
experience with the BC Paralegal Association’s website.
With that in mind, our Association’s refreshed website
will have an updated look and clever new features, including
online registration and renewal for membership and events,
as well as online payments. Stay tuned for more details in the
upcoming months!
We recently created a company page on LinkedIn for the
Association. This enables the Board to post exciting news about
the Association and our profession. Please be sure to follow us
on LinkedIn and on Facebook to receive these updates.

In September, the Association held its first-ever networking
event in the Fraser Valley. I had the pleasure of attending the
event with BCPA Board Members Carmen Marolla and
MaryAnn Reinhardt. It was great to meet and speak to members
from that region. The event was extremely well-received. We
look forward to continuing to increase our presence throughout
various regions of the province in the upcoming years with a goal
of bringing more awareness to our profession and supporting
our exceptional people who have chosen this rewarding legal
career.
On the topics of events, we also held our annual fall dinner
at the Terminal City Club. Once again, it was an incredible

success with more than 160 members in attendance. Guest
speaker Diane Ross was definitely a highlight and entertained
us throughout the evening. We captured both events on film.
Check out the selection of photos in this edition!
Don’t forget to renew your membership before
December 31 in order to continue to receive all your benefits
as a member. Please also log into the website to ensure that
your information is accurate, so that you don’t miss receiving
any notifications, updates or important announcements from
the Association.
We hope you will enjoy this issue of the Paralegal Press,
which contains numerous articles relevant to our profession.
Two articles, in particular, compare and contrast important
elements of legal process and procedures:
• Sandra Serkes; President & CEO of Valora Technologies,
Inc. explains the Eight Key Differences Between
eDiscovery and Information Governance; and
• Ola Karpik, LL.B., of Haddock & Company, outlines the
differences between Sections 8 and 10 of the BC Human
Rights code in relation to housing law.
Finally, on behalf of the Board, I extend best wishes for the
Holiday Season and a Happy New Year.
Respectfully submitted,
Yves Moisan, President

PEEL BACK
THE LAYERS
WITH CASE LOGISTIX

One of the most intuitive document-review tools
available, Case Logistix® will help your discovery teams
organize, analyze, and produce anything from paper
to Electronically Stored Information (ESI).
And now you can supercharge your speed and accuracy
with a new user interface, advanced search, and
analytics.
For more information,
please visit carswell.com/caselogistix.
Or call 1-866-609-5811.

© 2015 Thomson Reuters L-385157/5-13 Thomson Reuters and the
Kinesis logo are trademarks of Thomson Reuters.
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BY LINDY TUCKER & DEB JAMISON,
CAPILANO UNIVERSITY

CapU Update: Paralegal Program

W

e have had a busy fall in the School of Legal
Studies.

For the first time this year, LAW 115 – Legal
Document Processing was offered for part-time certificate
and degree students online. While this has always been
a course for full-time students only, we have found that
more students require the course to fulfil their degree
electives. Law 115 teaches intermediate/advanced Microsoft
Word features, legal document formatting, introductory
Microsoft Excel, and introduces students to two litigation
management software programs: CaseMap and Summation.
We’re delighted to report that students really enjoyed the
online course! Lindy Tucker, course instructor, felt pleasantly
surprised to learn that the students found the Microsoft
Word portion of the course extremely helpful and beneficial.
As one student noted on a discussion forum, “Let me just
say that this F4 button has completely changed my life!”
Numerous time-saving features were taught to students who
have generally learned to use Microsoft Word on their own.
We have also offered International Criminal Law for the
first time this fall and, by all accounts, the students who
enrolled in this course find it very interesting (although the
content can be somewhat depressing at times). We will offer
Labour and Employment Law and Environmental Law for the
first time in the spring 2016 term. We continue to work on
new electives to broaden our programs and will announce
them as they are approved for offering.
The School of Legal Studies continues its efforts to keep
pace with modern times and, as such, has launched (or
re-launched) Facebook and Twitter accounts. Thank you to
our social media expert, Angeline Han, who populates these

sites and keeps them updated! Watch for the forthcoming
Capilano University blog post that will feature an article on
one of our paralegal graduates.
We continue to have waiting lists for all program options
in the School of Legal Studies – the Paralegal diploma,
degree, and certificate are all in high demand. The Legal
Administrative Assistant program also continues to have a
lengthy waiting list.
Legal Administrative Assistant graduates feel excited about
the fairly new option of being able to apply to ladder into
the second year of the Bachelor of Legal Studies (Paralegal)
program. This is a great opportunity for our LAA grads who
attained a GPA of 4.0 or higher in the LAA program. They
must also take one extra course (Legal Analysis) prior to
starting the program or during their first term of the degree.
The School of Legal Studies continues to look at ways in
which to add to its legal programming to support the legal
industry and we encourage you in the paralegal profession to
send us your suggestions (legalstudies@capilanou.ca).

Lindy Tucker received a Bachelor of Human Kinetics from UBC
in 2000 and her Paralegal Diploma from Capilano in 2003. Lindy
worked as a paralegal at the Vancouver firm of Lindsay Kenney LLP
from 2003 – 2011 in areas of general litigation, insurance litigation
and fraud litigation.

Deb Jamison received a Bachelor of Arts (Psychology major) from
UBC in 1990 and her Paralegal Diploma from Capilano in 1993. Deb
has worked as a paralegal since then in the areas of personal injury
and insurance litigation and currently works at Stevens Virgin Law
Corporations in Vancouver.

Lindy is the convenor of the Legal Administrative Assistant
program and teaches Computer Applications, Litigation, and the
Practicum course to the LAAs. Lindy also teaches Legal Document
Formatting in the Paralegal Program, both in-person and online.
Lindy provides experience regarding the role of paralegals in law
firms and how their knowledge can best be put to use. Lindy is a
member of the BC Paralegal Association.

Deb teaches Basic and Advanced Litigation Procedures, Law
Office Procedures, and Practicum in the Paralegal Program and
Basic Litigation Procedures in the LAA program. She provides an
up-to-date practical focus and experience on the roles of paralegals
and LAAs in law firms. Deb joined the School of Legal Studies in the
Faculty of Business & Professional Studies in 2005 as an instructor
and is currently the convenor of the Paralegal Diploma program.
Deb rewrote the BC Guide to Civil Litigation for Thomson
Carswell in 2010 and continues to update the Guide three times a
year. Deb is also a member of the BC Paralegal Association.
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Corporate • Court • Land • Manufactured Homes • Motor Vehicles • Personal Property • Process Serving • Vital Statistics

There’s more at West Coast.
For over 45 years, West Coast Title Search Ltd. has proudly served professionals in the areas
of corporate, court, land, process serving and more. Our commitment to you: professional,
accurate, dependable service which you can rely upon to save time and make your job easier.

Process Serving

E-Filing & Search

Electronic Billing

West Coast provides full process
serving and skip-tracing services.
Try our popular 45/65/85 Flat Rate
billing plan for Metro Vancouver.

To help you access our services
as easily as possible, we offer a
secure, enhanced electronic work
order system through our website:
www.wcts.com

It’s about service. We can provide
you with customized data to input
to your accounting systems and
electronic copies of your statements.

West Coast Title Search Ltd.
99 Sixth Street, New Westminster, BC V3L 5H8 | Tel: 604-659-8600 | Toll Free: 800-553-1936 | info@wcts.com

Servicing the legal community for over 20 years

RECRUITING • TEMPING • COACHING
CONSULTING • TRAINING • OUTPLACEMENT
Vancouver’s One Stop HR Shop

Stephen • Diane • Jean
604.681.4432 | info@arlynrecruiting.com | www.arlynrecruiting.com |

@ArlynRecruiting

1160 - 625 Howe Street, Vancouver BC V6C 2T6
www.bcparalegalassociation.com		
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I have been a Notary for over 30
years and have used a variety
of software solutions for my
conveyancing practice. We
switched to ProSuite and we have
been extremely happy with the
product. A great product and a
great company to work with!
Patricia Wright, Notary Public

SUPPORTING YOUR SUCCESS.

DOPROCESS.COM
INQUIRIES@DOPROCESS.COM
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YOUR MONEY
BY DEREK FULTON, CFP,
QTRADE ASSET MANAGEMENT &
PROSPERA INSURANCE AGENCIES LTD.

All About Tax-Free Savings Accounts

A

Tax Free Savings Account, or TFSA, is a program that
launched in 2009 and allows Canadians aged 18
years or older to contribute a specified amount to
their savings that will grow tax-free; meaning the investment
income earned in this account, and the withdrawals from the
account are tax-free.
How is a TFSA different from an RRSP?
Unlike an RRSP, you do not receive a tax deduction when
you contribute to a TFSA. However, any withdrawals from a
TFSA are not taxed.
How much can I contribute to a TFSA?
If you were 18 or older in 2009 and you have never
contributed to a TFSA before, you can contribute up to
$41,000 to a TFSA today. The TFSA contribution limits so far
have been:
2009-2012

$5,000 per year

2013-2014

$5,500 per year

2015 		

$10,000

What happens to my TFSA if I die?
You can name direct beneficiaries on a TFSA contract and
you are able to transfer the TFSA to your spouse tax-free on
your death.
What investments are allowed in a TFSA?
You are able to contribute into many different investments
in a TFSA. You can contribute to GIC’s, Bonds, or mutual
funds.
Where can I find more information on TFSAs?
Visit Revenue Canada’s website at: http://www.tfsa.gc.ca/
or speak with your financial advisor.

Should I contribute to a RRSP or a TFSA?
The RRSP contributions are used to reduce your taxable
income in your working years. If you have a high marginal
tax rate and it is likely that you will earn less in retirement,
an RRSP may be the best choice for you. If you have a low
taxable income, a TFSA might be better. As everyone’s
financial situation is different, you should consult your
financial advisor to discuss which options are best for your
particular needs.
Derek Fulton is a Mutual Funds Representative with Qtrade Asset
Management and a Wealth Management Specialist with Prospera
Insurance Agencies Ltd., a subsidiary of Prospera Credit Union. He
is a Certified Financial Planner (CFP®), a Fellow of the Canadian
Securities Institute (FCSI) a Chartered Investment Manager (CIM), and
a Financial Management Advisor (FMA) with more than 15 years of
experience in the financial services industry. Prospera Credit Union
provides advice and service related to deposit, loan and mortgage
products. Prospera Insurance Agencies provides advice and service
related to personal insurance and estate planning, business-owner
insurance and succession planning, and employee group benefit
plan solutions. Mutual funds and securities related financial planning
services are offered through Qtrade Asset Management Inc., member
MFDA.

BCPA Member Events
Stay tuned for BCPA 2016
Member Event dates!
See photos from recent past events, pages 8, 9 & 18.

www.bcparalegalassociation.com		
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EVENTS

BCPA Victoria Networking Event
Another successful member event!

O

n Thursday September 17, approximately 20 BCPA
members, including BCPA Vice President Rose Singh,
and BCPA Membership Director Karen MacMillan,
gathered at Moxie’s in downtown Victoria.
Members, along with a number of our corporate sponsors,
networked and shared tricks of the trade over complimentary
appetizers and a stupendous wine tasting.
The BCPA thanks Platinum sponsor, Cira Medical Services;
Gold sponsors Dye & Durham and Do Process Software; and

8
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our preferred suppliers Arc Document Solutions and CLEBC
for their generosity and participation in yet another successful
BCPA event.
The BCPA also thanks the following companies for
donating door prizes: Cira Medical Services, Do Process
Software, Dye & Durham and CLEBC.
Victoria members: Stay tuned! Next year’s event plans are
bigger than ever!
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EVENTS

BCPA Fraser Valley Networking Event
First-ever in the Fraser Valley!

O

n Thursday September 24, BCPA members, along with
BCPA President Yves Moisan, BCPA Secretary MaryAnn
Reinhardt and BCPA Vice President Carmen Marolla,
along with enthusiastic corporate sponsors, gathered at the
Sandman Hotel in Langley for the first-ever BCPA Fraser Valley
event! We received enthusiastic feedback about the inaugural
event, which included a complimentary wine tasting and
delicious appetizers.
The BCPA thanks our Platinum sponsor Cira Medical
Services; our Gold sponsor Do Process Software; and our

www.bcparalegalassociation.com		

preferred suppliers Arc Document Solutions and CLEBC for
their continued support of our growing association.
The BCPA also thanks the following companies for
donating door prizes: Cira Medical Services, Do Process
Software, CLEBC, and Arlyn Recruiting.
The BCPA looks forward to exploring exciting new venue
ideas for future BCPA event locations across the Lower
Mainland. Please email us at info@bcparalegalassociation.com
with ideas about hosting a BCPA event in your area!
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AN INFORMED CHOICE
for your next referral
Navigating complex medical materials can be difficult and time-consuming. Selecting the
right IME assessor can be challenging in an era of medical sub-specialization. Making the
right choice for your referral requires expertise, and Cira Medical Services is pleased to
take the guesswork out of the process.
Cira offers a complimentary single-step assistive process to help you pinpoint a bestmatched medical assessor for an IME. This ensures the best IME for your cases – many of
which involve complex medical issues that span more than one field of medicine.
This helps you get the best IME the first time, and creates consistent, defensible reports.

How it works:

To make a referral, contact us at

The scope of clinical practice of individual
specialists has narrowed from its traditional
range; implying that some medical
conditions fall within the fringe of a
specialist’s expertise rather than at its core.
That’s where Cira comes in, thanks to the
comprehensive background of our Clinical
Director.

richard.veerapen@ciramedical.ca

or call us toll-free
at 1-855-276-2777
About
Cira
Medical
Services

Dr. Richard Veerapen, Clinical Director and
Medicolegal Consultant at Cira Medical
Services, is a non-practicing medical
specialist with legal qualifications. He is
available to triage referrals and provide
medical mentoring by discussing the
particulars of a case.

Here’s all we need:
Age and gender of patient
Nature of claim – bodily injury,
employment etc
Brief summary of medical issues
Types of IMEs already completed e.g.
orthopaedic, neurology
Tentative IME requested
Alternatively, Cira’s Intake staff are
readily available to assist with your
inquiries and provide information
regarding booking an assessment.
Email: cirawest@ciramedical.ca
Toll-free: 1-855-276-2777.
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Cira Medical Services provides medical
assessments and clinical health solutions within
a framework of operational excellence and
medical expertise. Cira is owned and operated
by SCM Health Solutions.

For more information, please visit
www.scmhealthsolutions.ca

Help us find the best
resource for your IME.
Make your referral today.
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Imaging of Cervical and Lumbar Spine
Trauma and Degenerative Conditions
INTRODUCTION

BY DR. RICHARD VEERAPEN,
CIRA MEDICAL SERVICES VANCOUVER

Radionuclide (Isotope) Bone Scans

The main modalities for imaging of the spine are:
1.

Plain radiographs (X-Rays)

2.

Isotope Bone Scans

3.

Computerized tomography (CT Scans)

4.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI).

Plain radiographs (X-Rays) (Fig 1 & 2)
These tests are conducted most commonly in trauma cases
to detect fractures or dislocations in emergency settings.
Additionally, they are used to screen for degenerative
conditions of the bone, spinal curvature deformities,
abnormal mobility, congenital defects, or for evidence of
tumour metastases.

These tests are rarely needed for the evaluation of spinal
pain from degenerative conditions. They are used in cases of
tumours or infection to indicate areas of abnormal activity,
but the limitation is that they do not provide sufficient spatial
resolution to accurately identify the precise cause or location
of the pathology. Bone scans use radionuclides to identify
areas of bone which are inflamed or growing, as these areas
will show increased uptake of a radionuclide (also called
radioisotope or isotope). This is a chemical that emits gamma
rays, introduced into the body in very small doses usually by
way of an injection into a vein.
Computerized axial tomography (CT or CAT scans)

Fig 3. CT scan of lumbar spine showing disc herniation
Fig 1. Plain cervical spine X-Ray showing a narrowed disc
space (arrowed) and bone spurs indicative of spondylosis

This test uses radiation technology to produce multiple
cross-sectional images of the spine which can also be
reformatted to show images in several planes or even to
generate 3-D pictures.
The most frequent use of CT scans in spine trauma cases
is for the detection of structural injury partly because of the
relatively short time needed to complete a scan (compared to
an MRI). Its use in spinal imaging for degenerative conditions
or disc herniation has gradually been supplanted by MRI
scanning which has better resolution and hence the ability
to delineate soft tissue structures within the spine more
accurately.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
An MRI is suited for examining soft tissues in ligament and
tendon injuries and disc herniation. It is able to clearly outline
the spinal cord and adjacent nerve roots and is also useful

Fig 2. Plain X-Ray of neck after trauma, showing severe
subluxation of C5 on C6 Vertebrae
www.bcparalegalassociation.com		
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CONTINUED, FROM PAGE 11: Imaging of the Cervical and Lumbar Spine
for demonstrating the effects of degenerative changes in the
joints of the spine, as seen in the condition of spinal stenosis.

Fig 7. Sagittal MRI of cervical spine showing light grey area
of spinal cord damage (arrowed) with an associated adjacent
disc protrusion at C4/5 level causing narrowing of spinal canal
Comparison between CT and MRI
Cost

Fig 4. Cross sectional MRI of the cervical spine Fig 6.
Sagittal MRI of lumbar spine showing disc degeneration at
L4/5 and L5/S1 levels

Fig 5. MRI of lumbar spine – cross section showing a disc
herniation (arrowed, grey area encroaching into the spinal
canal)

CT Scan

MRI

CAD $600-1100

CAD $600-1200

Five to 10 minutes
Time taken to
complete scan
(approximate)
		
		
		
		

Range between
15 minutes to 2 		
hours depending 		
on region and what
sort of detail is being
looked for

Radiation exposure

Two to 10 mSv, about the
an average person
receive from background
radiation in 3 to 5 years

No biological
hazards

Imaging planes

With reformation function,
scans are now not limited
to axial plane--construction
of any plane is now
possible

Images in any plane
with 3D
reconstruction
possible

Imaging of bone

Superior

Less detailed

Imaging of soft tissue

Soft tissue, bone and blood Much more detailed
vessels can be imaged at the than CT
same time

Small
Claustrophobic risk
		
		

Anxiety caused by
claustrophobia is
common

Limitations

Patients wtih metal implants
can get CT scan
		
		
		
		

Patients with metal
implants, surgical
clips, cardiac
pacemakers, are
unable to undergo
MRI

Weight limitation for
extremely large patients
		

Weight limit for
extremely large
patients

Fig 6. Sagittal MRI of lumbar spine showing disc
degeneration at L4/5 and L5/S1 levels
12
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on SALE until DECEMBER 31!
Company
Law Deskbook

Conveyancing
Deskbook

A practical step-by-step
guide to company
law and practice
$275

Family Law
Deskbook

A practical step-by-step
guide to the transfer
of land in BC
$275

Essential tools and tips for
managing family law
files effectively
$250

To order, call CLEBC Customer Service and mention this ad: 604.669.3544

www.bcparalegalassociation.com		
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Bail and Public
Confidence
BY DAWID CIELOSZCZYK & BABAK ZARGARIAN

I

n R v St. Cloud, 2015 SCC 27 [St. Cloud], the court clarified
the scope of the ‘tertiary’ ground for detention. While
the ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ grounds for detention ask
whether the accused will abscond or re-offend while out on
bail (Criminal Code, ss. 515(10)(a) and (b)), the tertiary ground
asks whether detention is “necessary to maintain confidence
in the administration of justice” (Criminal Code, 515(10)(c).
The Supreme Court of Canada last addressed the tertiary
ground in Hall, 2002 SCC 64, seeming to suggest it applied
in exceptional or heinous circumstances only. In St. Cloud, the
court held that it was an ordinary ground for detention that
could apply any time its statutory conditions were met.

carries a minimum sentence and potentially lengthy jail term.
Any serious offence should, in principle, satisfy these criteria
in some form. Thus, the primary issue in tertiary ground
hearings for serious offences should be the strength of the
Crown’s case. Time will tell whether St. Cloud will in fact lead
to more pre-trial detention.

The Criminal Code, s. 515(10)(c) provides four, nonexhaustive factors to help a judge decide the appropriateness
of the accused’s detention under the tertiary ground: (1)
the apparent strength of the Crown’s case; (2) gravity of the
offence; (3) circumstances of the offence, including use of a
firearm; and (4) the accused’s potential liability to a minimum
or lengthy maximum sentence. These factors must form the
core of the court’s analysis, but the court must consider any
other relevant circumstances as well. For most offences, the
Crown has the burden of proof (s. 469 describes offences
with a reverse onus on bail).
The court must always remember the purpose of the
analysis: Determine the state of public confidence in the
instant case. The court must consider the public opinion
objectively, from the point of view of an educated public that
isn’t exactly legalistic, but is aware of some of criminal law’s
core assumptions, such as the presumption of innocence
and Charter values. However, this public is not legally expert
and does not need to appreciate the subtleties of potential
defences available to an accused. Even if all of the tertiary
concerns are satisfied, the accused should not be detained
automatically, because the ultimate question is always
whether the public would lose confidence in the justice
system.
One of St. Cloud’s most notable consequences is that it has
made the tertiary ground an ordinary ground for detention.
The circumstances need not be exceptional or heinous, as
previously thought. Given the four factors listed above, the
tertiary ground should be available for any serious offence
with an apparently strong Crown case. Consider robbery with
a firearm. It is a grave offence, committed with a firearm, and
14
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The tertiary ground has been controversial. It allows a court
to detain an accused, even if he poses no tangible risk. This
raises the question of whether public perception is a fair basis
for routinely detaining people who are presumed innocent.
The concern becomes more acute when we consider that this
decision is made at a bail hearing, which is often conducted
hastily, without full disclosure or the opportunity to fully test
the evidence, and according to relaxed rules of evidence.
In effect, an accused person is tried and may suffer penal
consequences, without most of the safeguards present
at a trial. Would a well-informed public really lose
confidence in the justice system if we released accused
people under these circumstances?
Dawid Cieloszczyk worked as a summer student at Stikeman Elliott this year. He attends
UBC for his JD and studied philosophy at Western University in Ontario. Dawid writes for
the UBC Legal Eye.
Babak Zargarian is a third-year student at UBC Law. He will work at Myers and
Company upon graduation.
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Human Rights
and Housing
BY ALEKSANDRA (OLA) KARPIK, LL.B.,
HADDOCK & COMPANY

Connecting human rights, housing law, and the
Human Rights Tribunal
The application of the British Columbia Human Rights
Code, R.S.B.C. 1996, c.210 (the “Code”) to that of housing
law—namely, the application to housing co-operatives, strata
corporations, and residential tenancies—is a topic of great
interest for owners, landlords, tenants, and co-op members
alike. In this article, we review some of the important points
to keep in mind when it comes to the rights and obligations
under the Code.
There are three parts to the Code that are particularly
relevant to housing law:
1) section 8, which deals with services that are ordinarily
available to the public;
2) section 9, which prohibits discrimination in the buying
and selling of property; and,
3) section 10, which deals general with discrimination in
residential tenancy situations, including in non-profit
housing co-op situations.
In British Columbia, human rights discrimination claims are
generally brought through the Human Rights Tribunal (the
“HRT”). The HRT decides whether a claim should proceed,
provides opportunities for the parties to settle their dispute,
allows the responding party to reply, and provides an
adjudicative role where a dispute cannot be settled privately.
Section 8 of the Code

The following situations have been held as falling under the
ambit of section 8 under the Code:
• A strata’s decision not to build a wheelchair ramp;
• A strata’s rule that balconies may not be enclosed;
• A strata’s rule that hardwood flooring may not be used in
suites; and
• A strata’s decision that the strata building would change
its intercom system such that the strata residents would
need to let in visitors to the building personally at certain
hours.
The protected grounds of discrimination under section
8 include discrimination on the grounds of race, colour,
ancestry, place of origin, religion, marital status, family status,
Winter 2015/16

			

Generally, if you are dealing with discrimination in a
housing situation, you are likely concerned with section 10,
which is known as the housing discrimination part of the
Code.
Section 10 of the Code
Section 10 provides individuals with protection from
discrimination on the same grounds as section 8. However,
it goes beyond that and protects from discrimination based
on lawful source of income. There are also limitations to
the prohibition on discrimination on the basis of age, family
status, and physical or mental disability. Specifically, s. 10(1)
will not apply in situations where you are dealing with a
building reserved for persons 55 years old and over. Also,
that section will not apply to buildings designed specifically to
accommodate persons with disabilities exclusively, or where
these buildings allow for residency of more than one person,
but at least one of those persons must be a person with a
disability.
The HRT has found discrimination under section 10
for refusal to rent in many situations, which include
circumstances where the applicants were:
• a family;
• on sick leave;
• pet owners;
• had children, or were pregnant;

There has been some debate about the meaning of
‘services that are ordinarily available to the public’ so it may
be difficult to determine whether you are dealing with a
situation that falls under section 8 or 10.
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physical or mental disability, sex, sexual orientation, or age.

• in receipt of income assistance or a disability pension; or
• were HIV positive.
Section 10 also concerns discrimination in the terms and
conditions of a residential tenancy. This can relate to factors
such as the amount of rent, pets, services like garbage
removal, security, and maintenance. It also relates to policies
of accommodating individuals (e.g., policies dealing with
harassment, persons with disabilities etc.). Discrimination can
take the form of sexual harassment, general harassment, or a
failure to accommodate.
How does the HRT work and how do you bring or
defend a claim?
It all starts with the filing of a complaint. A person who
makes a complaint to the HRT is a claimant and the person
against whom the complaint is made is the respondent.
The respondent files a response to the complaint and
the exchange of evidence part of the proceeding begins.
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CONTINUED, FROM PAGE 16: Human Rights and Housing
This is typically called ‘disclosure’ and strict timelines and
requirements apply, which is why consulting someone with
distinctive knowledge in the field is highly recommended.
The HRT will screen the complaint to decide whether
they will be accepted or rejected. The HRT provides for a
settlement mechanism, which is optional, but may allow the
parties to resolve the complaint themselves before further
cost, time, and stress is put into the dispute. Engaging in
settlement also enables the parties to take greater part in
any decision that is reached. Once the case goes before the
tribunal, the parties will need to accept the outcome.
Before a hearing, there are different ways that the case
may proceed. For instance, the respondent may apply to
dismiss the complaint, or the case may proceed with a case
conference being set. Setting hearing dates and discussing
certain issues that may be dealt with outside of the hearing
all happens at the case conference. At any time before the
hearing, the parties may still try to resolve their dispute
through settlement.
The hearing is the last phase of the dispute. At the hearing,
the tribunal will decide if the claimant’s complaint is justified
and—if so—what order or remedy should be granted.
What does a claimant need to prove to make their
case?
Traditionally, a claimant was required to prove the following
in an HRT claim:
• T hat the claimant is, or is perceived to be, covered by a
protected ground under the Human Rights Code;
• T hat the claimant must have experienced adverse
treatment; and
• T hat the protected ground must have been a factor in the
adverse treatment.
Things get more complicated from there. For instance, the
protected ground only has to be one factor in the adverse
treatment in order to establish discrimination. It does not
need to be the sole or overriding factor.
What can respondents do when faced with a claim
and what are some possible strategies in tackling
claims?

do in such a situation? Well, they should look at whether they
can reasonably use the defence of ‘justification’; meaning:
Can the respondent justify the conduct? Be careful. Human
rights complaints are tricky and occupy delicate territory. Most
certainly, the ‘justification defence’ is ranks highly on the
“difficulty” scale.
The justification defence is not easy to prove – at all.
Seriously consider talking to a lawyer that deals with housing
law or housing-related human rights issues. The HRT says that
the respondent, in such cases, will need to prove three things
in order to establish the justification defence:
1) That there is a legitimate tenancy-related purpose for the
respondent’s conduct;
2) That the standard or conduct was adopted in good faith
with the belief that it was necessary to accomplish the
purpose; and
3) That the respondent’s standard or conduct is reasonably
necessary to the purpose, such that the respondent
could not accommodate the complainant (or others
sharing his or her characteristics) without undue
hardship.1
The HRT website provides guidelines about how to further
explore and attempt to prove these three requirements for
a justification defence. These are beyond the scope of this
article. Suffice to say that in areas such as this, the arguments
are highly fact-driven and may require ample proof of
accommodation or attempts at accommodation or proof of
significant hardship, amongst other things.
Our advice to you
Know the law. Familiarize yourself with your rights,
obligations, and legal options before these situations come
up. And, definitely, if you get into one of these situations,
seek legal advice as soon as possible!
Aleksandra (Ola) Karpik is a housing and dispute lawyer at
Haddock & Company. Ms. Karpik’s practice focuses on all aspects
of strata property law, including the new Civil Resolution Tribunal,
landlord and tenant (residential tenancy) law, non-profit housing
and co-op law, construction law and general civil litigation. She is a
problem solver.

Landlord Strategies
A respondent can take several approaches to tackle a
complaint. For instance, they can:
 ispute the facts of the complaint (and also set out their
•d
own version of events); and
•d
 ispute that the facts shows discrimination on the
respondent’s part.
If a claimant has met the criteria for establishing a claim,
then they have what is called a ‘prima facie’ case; or, what
we might call ‘a case at first glance’. What can a respondent

1

Obtained from the BC Human Rights Tribunal Website, October 26, 2015: http://www.bchrt.bc.ca/shareddocs/responding/R3-Tenancy.pdf
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BCPA Vancouver Fall Dinner

n Thursday, November 19, the BCPA hosted the annual
Fall Dinner at the Terminal City Club in Vancouver.
Guest Speaker Diane Ross spoke about the dangerous
myths paralegals believe in that keep them overworked,
overwhelmed and heading for burnout. Diane’s presentation
was simply awesome. She motivated the room and provided
many helpful hints. Definitely, a privilege to have had her
speak with us.
The Fall Dinner was sold out again! Of course, our
association’s most popular event wouldn’t be possible
without the generous support of our sponsors. The BCPA
thanks our Platinum Sponsors Cira Medical Services and Do
Process Software; our Gold sponsor R. Johnson Recruitment;
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our Silver sponsor Dye & Durham; and our preferred suppliers
Arc Document Solutions and CLEBC for their incredible
ongoing support.
The BCPA also thanks the following companies for
donating door prizes: Cira Medical Services, Do Process, R.
Johnson Recruitment, Dye & Durham, Capilano University,
CLE BC, ZSA Legal Recruitment, Triage Data Solutions, Legal
Freelance Centre, Viewpoint Medical, Reportex Agencies,
Arlyn Recruiting, Commonwealth Legal and Diane Ross for
her books.
If you missed the Fall Dinner or you attended but want
to know more about Diane Ross, please visit her website at:
www.elephantconversations.com
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Common Land Title
Application Errors
Leading to Defects
BY LAND TITLE AND SURVEY AUTHORITY
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

T

he Land Title and Survey Authority of British Columbia
(LTSA) has compiled a list that outlines the most
common land-title application errors that result in
a refusal to register and the issuance of a defect notice.
Customers who submit applications to a land title office may
find this list helpful to avoid errors in the future.
General Land Title Application Errors
1. A corrective declaration form is used inappropriately. For
example, a corrective declaration form is used to request
the withdrawal of an application.
2. The capacity of the Officer certifying execution of the
instrument is omitted from the application.
3. An incorrect type of the electronic Form 17 is submitted.
For example, incorrectly using a Form 17 – Fee Simple
instead of a Form 17 – Cancellation of Charge, Notation

or Filing. Correct form selection by the applicant is
essential as it determines how the LTSA’s Electronic Filing
System marks up the application upon receipt, and
results in delay or rejection of the application if not done
correctly.
4. Required schedules are missing from the application.
5. A corporate entity is a registered owner under a former
name, but the application is made in the corporate
entity’s current name.
6. Multiple discharges of the same mortgage are
submitted.
7. An application to register a Form B – Mortgage where
there are multiple lenders does not include a schedule
for the second and subsequent owners.
8. The witnesses of applications executed outside of British
Columbia are not officers as defined under s. 63 of the
Evidence Act.

Become an
Immigration
Consultant

Completion of Form Error

UBC Certificate in Immigration: Laws,
Policies and Procedures

2. A Power of Attorney contains alternate names for the
attorney; for example, “also known as” or “aka”.

Help others immigrate to Canada. Our part-time or
accelerated programs can get you started on an exciting
addition to your career. Complete the program at
UBC Robson Square or 100% online. The next programs
start in September 2015 and January 2016.

Apply now. Seats are limited.

cstudies.ubc.ca/bcpa

1. A free text schedule is used unnecessarily instead of the
fielded schedule for the Form A and Form B transferee,
borrower, and lender. For example, two transferees with
different addresses should appear on a fielded schedule.
Power of Attorney Errors
1. Differences exist between the name of the donor in
the Power of Attorney and the name of the registered
owner.

3. The lawyer executes a transfer to himself/herself without
the Power of Attorney expressly authorizing it.
Enduring Power of Attorney Errors
1. The lawyer has not signed the Enduring Power of
Attorney. The requirement for the lawyer to sign is not
met by virtue of the attorney solely executing supporting
documentation, such as a “proof of age” declaration.
2. Information related to an alternate or substitute attorney
on the application is missing, such as:
1. The triggering event that authorizes the alternate
lawyer to act, or
2. Proof of age of the alternate lawyer.
3. Extra-jurisdictional certificates are not provided with an
enduring Power of Attorney that has been prepared
outside British Columbia and which does not reference
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CONTINUED, FROM PAGE 20: Common Land Title Application Errors Leading to Defects
the BC Power of Attorney Act and does not include the
Officer Certification Statement required under Part 5 of
the Land Title Act.
Trust Errors
1. Treating the changing of beneficiaries of a trust as
a Land Title Act s. 180(10) modification. Changing
beneficiaries creates a new trust for land-title purposes
and requires the submission of the new trust document
attached to a form Declaration in support of the Form
A – Transfer.
2. Failing to submit the original trust instrument to the
land-title office.
3. A subsequent dealing with the land by the trustee is not
authorized by the terms of the trust.
Plan-related Errors
1. An incorrect type of plan is selected on the Application
to Deposit Plan form.

consent where land is in an agricultural land reserve;
Approving Officer consent; and/or charge holder consent
when there is road dedication.
8. A statutory building scheme that forms part of an
Application to Deposit Plan does not comply with one or
more of the practice requirements applicable to statutory
building schemes.
For more information, please visit www.ltsa.ca
About the LTSA
The Land Title and Survey Authority of British Columbia (LTSA) is a publicly
accountable, statutory corporation formed in 2005 responsible for administering the land
title and survey systems of BC. These systems provide the foundation for all real-roperty
business and ownership in the province.
The LTSA delivers secure land titles through timely, efficient registration of land title
interests and survey records; these services are an essential underpinning to BC’s private
property market and the civil justice system, and to BC’s civic governance, taxation and
Crown land management frameworks.

2. The Application to Deposit Plan form does not show the
correct number of lots. (This error typically occurs due to
the wrong type of plan being selected.)
3. The Application to Deposit Plan form fails to list all of the
affected parcels of land, including new parcels that do
not yet have an assigned PID.
4. An Application to Deposit Plan form that requires preplan conveyances to establish common ownership of the
affected parcels is submitted without the conveyances
necessary to establish common ownership.
5. The documents associated with an Application to
Deposit Plan form that requires pre-plan conveyances are
submitted in the incorrect order.
6. A charge that forms part of an Application to Deposit
Plan package is defective. The typical accompanying
charge is a
statutory right of
way, covenant or
easement; the most
common errors
are the Form C –
Charge does not
disclose necessary
consideration, and
the stated grant is
not consistent with
the terms of the
instrument.
7. Required consents
to plans are not
provided with
the Application
to Deposit Plan
form. In particular,
Agricultural Land
Commission
www.bcparalegalassociation.com		

As the year ends, we reflect on all that we are
appreciative for, and our relationship with you
comes to mind.
Visit us at www.dyedurhambc.com/news/news-subscription to
sign up for our complimentary FYI service, delivering important, timely information
right to your inbox, and be entered into a draw for a $125 Visa gift card!

Already an FYI subscriber? No problem! Consider yourself eligible to win.
Draw runs from December 10 through to December 31, 2015.
Winner will be contacted via email in early January 2016.

Wishing you peace & happiness
this holiday season
Proud sponsor of the BCPA and Paralegal Press since 2000
Talk to our experts today:

Information & legal
info@dyedurham.com
support services
604-257-1800 · 1-800-661-1811
Vancouver · New Westminster · Abbotsford · Prince George · Victoria
www.dyedurham.com
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Eight Key Differences Between eDiscovery
and Information Governance
BY SANDRA SERKES,
VALORA TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

Introduction
Information Governance (“IG”) is everywhere these days.
It seems the biggest promoters of its concepts are the same
parties who touted the benefits of Electronic Discovery (“ED”)
just a few years ago. Is IG just a new name for ED, or is
something else going on?
IG is a new field of practice that encompasses some, if not
all of the elements of ED, but also much more. IG comprises
ED, plus records management, compliance, security and many
factors related to the management, storage and usage of
enterprise information.
The goal of this article is to point out eight key differences
in the practices, tools and providers of both areas so that IG
and ED practitioners can make informed decisions in their
business practices and purchases.
eDiscovery is...
T he process of identifying, locating, preserving, collecting,
preparing, reviewing, and producing Electronically Stored
Information (ESI) in the context of the legal process.
			
- Sedona Conference Glossary
Information Governance is...
T he activities and technologies that organizations employ
to maximize the value of their information while minimizing
associated risks and costs.
		
- Information Governance Initiative
1.0 Main Objective: Culling versus Organization
The main objective in every eDiscovery process is to
remove (or “cull”) documents from the collected set that
are not germane or useful to the litigation team’s objectives.
Typically, the mandate is to produce documents to an
opposing party, so the tactical goal is to remove documents
from the population that are not responsive to the request for
production, as well as to remove (or protect from disclosure)
those documents that are privileged to the producing party.
This culling process revolves around tools and practices that
remove documents at ever more fine distinctions. The most
commonly known techniques are de-NISTing, date range
filtering, keyword filtering and predictive coding, in which
a knowledgeable expert trains the system on which files to
keep or cull. Before documents are turned over (produced) to
another party, they are reviewed by lawyers for final approval,
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a step commonly called “Document Review.” Document
Review is expensive, time-consuming and arduous. It is the
single most expensive step in nearly all litigation preparations,
and there is great emphasis and incentive to reduce costs by
eliminating files wherever possible.
The main objective in Information Governance is to
organize the vast collection of documents, files and content
spread throughout an enterprise. Unlike ED, IG is not
primarily seeking to reduce the information set, but rather
to organize it into logical categories and use cases. IG is
about structured, disciplined coordination and control of
information. The typical IG sequence of tasks starts with
an assessment of what data/files/content exists in the
organization and where it can be found (or alternately,
where/how it is stored). This task, called Data Mapping or
Inventorying, covers many types of information, including
paper files. Once mapped, a typical IG process will cover
Data Retention, Legal Hold, and other policies which
dictate the storage, handling and disposal of different
types of information. From there, IG practice differs. Some
organizations will catalogue all their content (existing
and future); others will not. Some will apply automated
processing based on rules to manage that information, others
will do it by hand. Still others have no formal IG process, and
simply store everything for a future generation to inherit.
2.0 Timeframe
eDiscovery is explicitly concerned with a given litigation
time window. All litigation matters have a fixed start and end
date to the claims in question, and documents or files that
exist outside of that timeframe are not part of the collected
information. As far as ED is concerned, information outside
the window does not exist. Tomorrow’s document has no
place in today’s eDiscovery.
In contrast, Information Governance is explicitly tasked with
managing content from all time windows, particularly the
go-forward one. Many companies pick a starting time for the
initiation of IG practices, but there is usually no end date. IG
activities operate forever.
These very different notions of time have important
ramifications on the tools, techniques, and purpose of the
activities the organization undertakes. In a way, ED operates
in a disposable environment, while IG endures permanently.
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3.0 Available Tools
The ED marketplace marks its 10-year maturity level next
year. Today there are low-cost, easy-to-use, off-the-shelf
tools that are readily available to most litigation support and
legal departments. And if not, there are countless vendors
offering those same tools (Nuix, Relativity, Clearwell, EnCase,
etc.) all around the world. There is little differentiation, and
the technologies are proven and reliable. In fact, the entire
course of how eDiscovery should (and does) work is well-

are obtained. IG documents are constantly being newly
created as time goes on, and so they have an element of
co-ordinated Intake. That is, new documents and files being
created must be properly incorporated into the existing IG
universe. Examples of common Intake techniques include:
custom email addresses (such as auto-forwarding or autocopying), drag and drop (Dropbox) capabilities, custom fax or
mail addresses, and automatic ftp or file syncing for mobile
devices.
5.0 Ending Point

eDiscovery begins when documents and files are
gathered from a litigating party, a process known
as “forensic collection.” This process intentionally
makes a duplicate copy of the files in question,
specifically for the purpose of legal examination.
This second set of information almost always
lives in a custom, litigation database (frequently
Relativity), outside of and separate from its original
content source.

eDiscovery solutions are meant to be utilized for a finite
period of time, the discovery and trial portions of a litigation
matter. Once the case has concluded, the eDiscovery solution
is usually dismantled. Hosted documents are deleted and
associated work product is eliminated. With the added stress
of needing to win the case, most ED solutions are ad hoc,
expensive and not particularly optimized for ongoing use. A
good slogan for ED matters is Nike’s “Just Do It.”
IG solutions are the opposite. They must endure across
time, transcend turnover in people and organizational
structure, support the changing ways we communicate and
store information, and serve evolving societal concerns about
how we manage and handle information. Such solutions

documented by the EDRM. As such, the typical ED solution
provider is more of a data mechanic than anything else.

cont’d on page 23

IG, on the other hand, is a new and evolving field of
practice, with few tools and a great deal more customization
in the service offerings. The tools and approaches to IG
are not yet evolved or well-understood. Solution providers
often have a consulting aspect, covering areas such as
education, policy-creation, technology or vendor selection,
and implementation oversight. Each organization’s IG
implementation will be different, since their data and
information are as different as the organizations themselves.
Strategy is the driving IG force, rather than tools, and the
typical IG solution provider is a strategic advisor or consultant.
4.0 Starting Point: Collection vs. Intake
eDiscovery begins when documents and files are gathered
from a litigating party, a process known as “forensic
collection.” This process intentionally makes a duplicate copy
of the files in question, specifically for the purpose of legal
examination. This second set of information almost always
lives in a custom, litigation database (frequently Relativity),
outside of and separate from its original content source.
Information Governance begins at the point of origin of
a set of information. The documents and files in question
are either in active, day-to-day use, or they are in a storage
archive of some kind. IG processes typically utilize a
corporation’s actual documents, and not a second copy.
Because ED documents are a fixed set, there is no notion
of ongoing document acquisition once the requested sets
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CONTINUED, FROM PAGE 23: Eight Key Differences Between eDiscovery and
Information Governance
must be cost-effective and well thought out. They must
integrate across a large and changing IT landscape and be
adaptable to new needs and concerns over time. A good
slogan for IG matters is Ford’s “Built To Last.”
6.0 Accuracy & Error Tolerance
There can be dire consequences to mis-categorized or
simply just missed documents in a litigation matter. Mistakes
can cause cost overruns, loss of privilege, mistrials, or even
sanctions. Usually the solution to ED errors is to fix them at
any cost.
IG has a fairly high tolerance for error. Mistakes are not
only tolerated, but expected and typically do not cause much
damage. Usually the solution is to leave the errors alone or
address then in subsequent processing rounds or upgrades.

8.0 Where the Solution Lives
ED solutions typically live in one of two places: either within
the litigation support department (outside counsel or inside
legal department) or at the vendor. Solutions purposefully
exist outside the corporate IT infrastructure and are often
hosted (SaaS) in some form in the cloud. Accordingly, pricing
for such services tends to be transactional in nature, priced
per GB or per custodian.
IG solutions almost always live behind the corporate
firewall, often on premise. They are mapped directly to
IT infrastructure, such as the corporate DMS (document
management system), email server and other fileshares.
Pricing for such services tends to be licence-oriented, rather
than transactional, priced per month or year.
Summary

7.0 Who Pays? Budgetary Concerns
In eDiscovery, the client (the litigant) pays for the
management of data and information related to their case
matter. Costs are assessed simply as a sum of expenses
related to the Discovery portions of litigation.

The two worlds of eDiscovery and Information Governance
sound similar on the surface, but in reality operate
very differently, with different assumptions, processes,
timelines, tools, expectations and durations. To treat them
interchangeably is to short-change one or the other and put
litigation or enterprise information at risk. Legal practitioners
would be wise to set expectations accordingly with different
plans and processes for ED and IG.

About Valora Technologies, Inc.
Valora is a technology-based provider of automated document
management, analysis & review services for the legal, records
management & information governance markets. We offer data
mining, analytics, document intake and visualization, and hosted
solutions for corporations & government agencies, as well as their
advisory, inside & outside counsel organizations around the world.
Valora has developed a strong expertise in the processing, management & analysis
of large and small matters with complex requirements, such as short deadlines, sensitive
material & mixed languages. Our specialty is providing efficiency, organization and cost
control.
For more information on these topics and many more, please visit Valora’s website and
blog, or contact us at: 781.229.2265.
About Sandra Serkes
Sandra Serkes is a dynamic leader with an extensive background
spanning 25 years in software marketing, product management &
corporate strategy, particularly in document processing & analytics,
computer telephony & speech recognition. Today, Ms. Serkes oversees
Sales & Marketing, Finance & Administration, Operations, Engineering
and Corporate Strategy at Valora Technologies, Inc., where she is CEO,
President & Co-Founder.

In Information Governance, the enterprise itself pays for
the management of its data and information. Because such
systems are viewed as a form of overhead that will endure
for years to come, they are typically subjected to rigorous ROI
calculations, and treated as assets with depreciating value
over several years.
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A graduate of Harvard Business School and MIT, Ms. Serkes is a frequent industry
speaker & panelist. She is an active participant in the Women Presidents’ Org., The
Commonwealth Institute, the MIT Enterprise Forum, the MA Software Council & the
Network of Harvard Alumnae. Ms. Serkes serves on the boards of several technology
and service start-ups, and was named a 2006 “Woman to Watch” by Womens’ Business
magazine. Ms. Serkes was featured as Keynote Speaker at the ARMA Northeast Regional
Convention and was recently names as Information Governance Technology Evangelist of
the Year (Honorable Mention) by the Information Governance Initiative.
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